Brain biocompatibility and microglia response towards engineered self-assembling (RADA)4 nanoscaffolds.
(RADA)4-based nanoscaffolds have many inherent properties making them amenable to tissue engineering applications: ease of synthesis, ease of customization with bioactive moieties, and amenable for in situ nanoscaffold formation. There is a dearth in the literature on their biocompatibility in brain tissues; where the glia response is key to regulating the local host response. Herein, nanoscaffolds composed of (RADA)4 and (RADA)4-IKVAV mixtures were evaluated in terms of their effect on primary microglia in culture and general tissue (in vivo) biocompatibility (astrocyte and migroglia). Laminin-derived IKVAV peptide was chosen to promote beneficial cell interaction and attenuate deleterious glial responses. Microglia remained ramified when cultured with these nanoscaffolds, as observed using TNF-α and IL-1β, NO, and proliferation assays. Evidence suggests that cultured microglia phagocytise the matrix whilst remaining ramified and viable, as shown visually and metabolically (MTT). Nanoscaffold intracerebral injection did not lead to microglia migration or proliferation, nor were glial scarring and axonal injury observed over the course of this study. IKVAV had no affect on microglia activation and astrogliosis. (RADA)4 should be advantageous for localized injection as a tuneable-platform device, which may be readily cleared without deleterious effects on tissue-resident microglia. Self-assembling nanoscaffolds have many inherent properties making them amenable to tissue engineering applications: ease of synthesis, ease of customization with bioactive moieties, and amenable for in situ nanoscaffold formation. A dearth of literature exists on their biocompatibility in brain tissues; where the glia response is key to regulating the local host response. Herein, nanoscaffolds composed of the peptides (RADA)4 and (RADA)4-IKVAV mixtures were evaluated in terms of their effect on microglia cells in culture and general tissue (in vivo) biocompatibility (astrocyte and migroglia). Laminin-derived IKVAV peptide was chosen to promote beneficial cell interaction and attenuate deleterious glial responses. (RADA)4 nanoscaffolds showed no adverse effect from these cell types and should be advantageous for localized injection as a tuneable-platform device.